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Ghent, Belgium. Faculty of Law; Therefore, the dissertation analyzes the following findings. Firstly, the
demarcation criterion between administrative courts and ordinary courts in Belgium is mainly based on the
casuistically developed distinction between objective appeals focused on an abstract legality review and
appeals adjudicating subjective rights disputes. Some legal scholars argue that this distinction would be
artificial. Secondly, both ordinary and administrative judges seem to offer parallel and overlapping protection
against administrative action, which may lead to forum shopping. Thirdly, objective annulment appeals have
already regularly been criticized not to offer sufficiently adequate, final adjudication. Therefore, the Council
of State Reform Act of has substantially expanded the instruments of the Belgian Council of State in order
make an evolution possible towards a more active and pragmatic adjudicator. Fourthly, the Court of Cassation
adjudicates conflicts of jurisdiction between both jurisdictional orders, but is at the same time an involved
party being the supreme ordinary court. Belgium also lacks a mechanism which guarantees uniformity of case
law between its distinct highest courts. Fifthly, the establishment of administrative courts is principally an
exclusive federal legislative power in Belgium. Nonetheless, the Regions and Communities have increasingly
relied on the implied powers to establish their own administrative courts, which has added complexity to the
judicial system. The main aim of this Ph. It is not the objective to reopen the traditional debate about the
choice between a one peak model jurisdictional monism and a twin peak model jurisdictional dualism. Instead,
guided by a functional comparative legal analysis of France, the Netherlands and Belgium, the dissertation
focuses on the necessary conditions to optimize the functioning of the current Belgian twin peak model. The
division of jurisdiction between administrative courts and ordinary courts should be transparent and forum
shopping should be avoided. In this regard, one cannot ignore that the rather strict division of jurisdiction
between the ordinary and the administrative courts in France excludes forum shopping and is evidently more
transparent. The French administrative judge principally has exclusive jurisdiction to adjudicate disputes in
which an administrative authority is involved exercising the prerogatives of public authority. Moreover,
effective mechanisms are essential to pursue uniformity of case law and resolve conflicts of jurisdiction. In
France, jurisdictional conflicts are adjudicated by a well-functioning Tribunal of Conflicts, equally composed
of members from the Council of State and the Court of Cassation. One might consider establishing a
comparable Tribunal in Belgium, which would also be a suitable institution to resolve divergent
interpretations in case law between the distinct jurisdictional orders. In addition, judges should pursue final
adjudication in due time, whereby specialization is useful. Recently, there has already been a subjectivation
trend of objective annulment appeals as well as an increased alignment of the available legal instruments
between the administrative and the ordinary judges in France, Belgium and the Netherlands. Especially in the
Netherlands, a fierce debate has been held over the past twenty years about a more pragmatic, final
adjudication of administrative legal disputes. As a result, based on a comparative legal analysis,
recommendations are developed about the use of the recently expanded and diversified instruments for final
adjudication. Finally, the dissertation examines which is the most appropriate legislative level to organize the
administrative justice system within the judicial branch sensu lato in Belgium, given the recent establishment
of several administrative courts by the Regions and Communities via their implied powers. In this regard, a
comparative legal analysis of the federal countries Germany, the United States, Switzerland and Belgium, as
well as a cost-benefit analysis of federalism provide the basis to develop a more coherent distribution of
judicial powers in Belgium. Instead of taking the relation of disputes with the substantive powers of the
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competent legislator as the basis to establish courts via the technique of the implied powers, one could in the
future also choose a different path. Based on the conducted analyzes, it seems reasonable to propose that the
organization of the Belgian highest courts remains at the federal level, while the organization of all courts of
first instance and appellate courts, including the administrative courts, could be transferred to the Regions.
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The future of the European judicial system and the constitutional role of the European courts were the topics of the 6th
Colloquium of the European Constitutional Law Network (ECLN), which took place in Berlin in November

History[ edit ] Lady Justice Latin: Justicia , symbol of the judiciary. For instance, in France , the jurisprudence
constante of the Court of Cassation or the Council of State is equivalent in practice with case law. However,
the Louisiana Supreme Court notes the principal difference between the two legal doctrines: They also make
law but in a limited sense, limited to the facts of particular cases based upon prior case law in areas where the
legislature has not made law. For instance, the tort of negligence is not derived from statute law in most
common law jurisdictions. The term common law refers to this kind of law. In civil law jurisdictions, courts
interpret the law, but are prohibited from creating law, and thus do not issue rulings more general than the
actual case to be judged. Jurisprudence plays a similar role to case law. In the United States court system , the
Supreme Court is the final authority on the interpretation of the federal Constitution and all statutes and
regulations created pursuant to it, as well as the constitutionality of the various state laws; in the US federal
court system , federal cases are tried in trial courts , known as the US district courts , followed by appellate
courts and then the Supreme Court. Other countries such as Argentina have mixed systems that include lower
courts, appeals courts, a cassation court for criminal law and a Supreme Court. In this system the Supreme
Court is always the final authority, but criminal cases have four stages, one more than civil law does. On the
court sits a total of nine justices. This number has been changed several times. Once appointed, assistant
judges still may not qualify to sit alone until they have served for five years, and have been appointed by the
Supreme Court of Japan. Judges require ten years of experience in practical affairs, as a public prosecutor or
practicing attorney. In the Japanese judicial branch there is the Supreme Court, eight high courts, fifty district
courts, fifty family courts, and summary courts. Other justices are appointed by the Supreme Court and serve
for six years. Federal courts consist of the 21 magistrates of the Supreme Court, 32 circuit tribunals and 98
district courts. Supreme Court Judges must be of ages 35 to 65 and hold a law degree during the five years
preceding their nomination. The Supreme Court justices serve for a life term or until retirement. The Supreme
Court is located in Washington, D. The United States federal court system consists of 94 federal judicial
districts. The 94 districts are then divided into twelve regional circuits. The United States has five different
types of courts that are considered subordinate to the Supreme Court:
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